Cone Beam Computed Tomography and Preoperative Bone Quality Assessment for Dental Implants: Myth and Truth
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ABSTRACT

Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is the most used advanced digital dental imaging modality. It is designed for dentistry and its use is recommended in multiple dental specialties. One of its most common uses is in the field of dental implants where it is a useful preoperative tool for multiple purposes, including the evaluation of bone quantity and quality. Although there may be a wide acceptance of CBCT-based bone quantity assessment, there is a debate about the reliability of bone CBCT-based quality assessment. This is because CBCT measurements are based on the grayscale value rather than the true Hounsfield units (HU) or Computed Tomography (CT) numbers. The present review is a simplified approach to explain the inherent problems of CBCT regarding bone quality assessment and the proposed protocols to deal with the related limitations. Different techniques for numerical density assessment are presented. Also, supplementation with the visual technique for bone quality assessment is discussed.
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Introduction

CBCT images are undistorted, dimensionally accurate, and viewed in three dimensions (1, 2). Also, the user can control the field of view (FOV), the resolution, the image orientation, and the slice thickness (3). All these merits and more make it the imaging modality of choice for preoperative dental implant planning (2, 4). Image data are in the form of DICOM format (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) that can be imported into variable third-party software designed for implant planning (5). CBCT offers a less expensive lower dose single rotational image with dentist-friendly software in a compact machine with a suitable footprint for the dental office (6). Although all these advantages favored its use in the dental field in general and dental implants in particular, nothing comes without expenses. The disadvantages include decreased signal-to-noise ratio and inhomogeneous beam geometry (7, 8), among other factors affecting its reliability for bone quality assessment.

Although there is a clear definition for radiographic bone quantity assessment as the amount of remaining bone height and width with anatomical considerations, Figure 1, there is no clear consensus regarding bone quality which involves multiple factors such as the mineralization degree and the bone morphological characteristics (7).

![Figure 1. CBCT cross-sectional and reformatted panoramic cuts showing bone quantity assessment for a suggested implant site.](image)

Why radiographic assessment for bone quality?

Bone quality is one of the most critical factors regarding the predictable successfulness of dental implants and is strongly recommended in preoperative radiographic planning (9). Testing bone quality and implant stability in bone by other techniques comes too late (during or after surgery) and is incomparable to radiographic prediction (10). From a clinical point of view, preoperative bone quality assessment is essential for the selection of the implant design, the drilling protocol, the prediction of implant success, and the expected time for loading.
CT Hounsfield units versus CBCT gray values

Dental clinicians misuse CBCT gray shades values as an equal representation of Hounsfield units (HU) which are specific density values linked to CT according to definite formula calibrated by including measurements of water (7, 11, 12). How can CBCT, with the inherent low non-standardized uncalibrated soft tissue resolution, give a reliable HU measurement? Density, if measured by HU, should be based on calibrated normalized values for air (−1000 HU), water (0 HU), and dense bone (+1000 HU) (13). In light of that, the so-called HU values of CBCT (better-called pseudo-HU) are not absolute density measurements and are not equal statistically to CT numbers (13). The truth is that CBCT bone density measurement is based on grayscale values rather than HU even if it is called HU in different CBCT software (14). Gray scale values differ according to exposure parameters, object thickness, the position of the object in the field of view, and the image artifacts (14). In other words, the CBCT values are dependent on the degree of gray shades. For example, the whiter the image, the higher the numerical value, the denser the bone perception, and vice versa. It may be the difference in exposure parameters that causes the difference in gray shade degree rather than the true object density.

Causes of difference between CT and CBCT in bone density measurements

Factors affecting CBCT-based density measurements include the decreased X-ray exposure parameters (trade-off decreased radiation dose and machine cost) and the combination of cone beam geometry with area detector that increase the received scattering and decrease the X-rays homogeneity (trade-off single rotational time favorable scanning) (7, 13, 14). Another factor affecting the ability of CBCT in density measurement comes as a trade-off from the advantage of field of view (FOV) limitation in the axial plane. CBCT-limited FOV means that X-rays will pass through volume not constructed in the final image and that outside field volume will affect the result values (7, 13, 14). For example, during imaging of the right side only, the beam is passing through the left side as well, and that left side will affect the amount and direction (scattering) of X-rays reaching the area detector, hence modifying the values even if not visible in the final reconstructed image.

Another issue that complicates the measurements is that each CBCT model has its fingerprint; in other words, no two CBCT models are the same. They differ in terms of exposure parameters, the hardware of the machine, and the reconstruction algorithm so that research findings cannot be generalized (7).
Is the CBCT-derived bone quality assessment clinically accepted?

This area requires more research to reach an evidence-based conclusion if the statistically inaccurate CBCT-based quantitative and qualitative density measurements are clinically accepted or not. Literature differs in the methodology for testing the reliability of CBCT based assessed bone density (grayscale value) and its correlation with CT and clinical applications (as assessed by resonance frequency, drilling resistance, insertion torque, and implant stability), with recent literature shifting towards promising results (15-21). A recent systematic review of the literature addressing CBCT gray scale values as an assessor for bone density revealed a possible use in preoperative implant planning (22).

Different options for density measurement in CBCT software

There are multiple options for bone density measurements in CBCT software and the operator should choose the most suitable approach for measurements (23, 24). Fortunately, new more practical non-variable approaches are in continuous development (23) and automatic artificial intelligence-based techniques are incessantly investigated (25). Validation of different protocols for the evaluation of bone quantity and quality and their effects on treatment is recommended for researchers, not only for dental implants but also for other dental specialties. Figures 2 and 3 represent multiple options available in the same software (Planmeca Romexis 5.3 - Planmeca Oy, Helsinki, Finland) for getting bone density estimates in numerical values. Values are translated to bone type as D1 if above 1250, D2 from 850 to 1250, D3 from 350 to 850, D4 from 150 to 350, and D5 if below 150 (immature nonmineralized bone) (26).

Figure 2. CBCT cross-sectional cut of a suggested implant site showing two-dimensional bone density assessment by different protocols as a point of cursor contact (found in the lower right corner), rectangular area measurement (presented as average), and ellipse area measurement (presented as average).
Back to the question about the clinical acceptance of the variability of bone density measurements, as an assumption, a CBCT pseudo-HU value of 1000 where its true CT HU is 1150; quite a difference may be of no clinical significance since they both fall within the same category of D2 bone density. In the same context, an implant site with higher levels of D2 won’t differ from being at a lower level of D1 bone density values as both may be managed nearly the same clinically.

**Bone architecture-based assessment**

The most reliable X-ray-based bone quality measurement is micro-CT (\(\mu\)CT), but it can only be used for research purposes (animal specimens or human samples) (7, 27). \(\mu\)CT is the gold standard for quality assessment based on bone architecture (28). Here comes a question. Why not benefit from CBCT's high spatial resolution in quality assessment using the same architecture-based approach of \(\mu\)CT as a supplementation for the numerical density measurements? **Figure 4.** If this is applicable, D1 bone will be the homogenous cortical bone, D2 is the thick outer cortical bone with dense internal trabeculation, D3 is the thin outer cortex with a dense internal core, and D4 is with a low-density internal core (23). Unfortunately, this technique is operator dependent and is affected by multiple image-related factors. Also, a variable outer and inner bone combination should be addressed and clinically correlated (23). Al-Ekrish et al introduced a revised bone quality classification with a higher observers’ agreement and recommended further research (23).
Figure 4. CBCT-based visual bone quality assessment on different cross-sectional cuts as a supplementation for the numerical values (note that the numerical values of the left image give numbers corresponding to D2 rather than the visually detected D1).

Despite the limited scientific evidence regarding CBCT-related evaluation of quality in terms of bone structure, some studies have shown potential for clinical applications (7, 27, 28). The problem is that sometimes the image is not clear enough (due to low resolution or increased noise) to judge bone microstructure as this procedure is subjective and affected by the operator's ability to interpret the image depending on his skills and the scan parameters (resolution, FOV, and exposure factors) (28, 29).

Researchers are encouraged to focus on the research gap of clinical validation of CBCT-based bone quality assessment using different protocols, machines, FOV, exposure parameters, and object location.

It is worth mentioning that image artifacts that can also obscure the vision of adjacent anatomy are frequently encountered in CBCT images of cases with dental implants (30, 31). This makes it sometimes impossible to evaluate bone in close proximity to the placed dental implants. This is a factor that, if added to the higher comparable radiation dose (if compared to dental 2D images), makes CBCT not selected for postoperative assessment unless it is needed for justified evaluation of the three-dimensional position of dental implants or in symptomatic cases where other imaging modalities are not helpful (5, 31, 32).

**Conclusion**

Although CBCT is not statistically as reliable as CT in bone quality assessment, it may be clinically accepted. Recent literature shows promising results with advanced calibrated machines. It is recommended that the numerical values produced by the software be
supplemented by the trained operator visual evaluation. This area should attract researchers to reach evidenced-based best practice reliable protocols in different situations.
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